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1213 Abstract—Novel information selection is a crucial process in creativity and was found to be associated with fron-
tal–temporal functional connectivity in the right brain in closed-ended creativity. Since it has distinct cognitive
processing from closed-ended creativity, the information selection in open-ended creativity might be underlain
by different neural activity. To address this issue, a creative generation task of Chinese two-part allegorical say-
ings was adopted, and the trials were classified into novel and normal solutions according to participants’ self-
ratings. The results showed that (1) novel solutions induced a higher lower alpha power in the temporal area,
which might be associated with the automatic, unconscious mental process of retrieving extensive semantic
information, and (2) upper alpha power in both frontal and temporal areas and frontal–temporal alpha coherence
were higher in novel solutions than in normal solutions, which might reflect the selective inhibition of semantic
information. Furthermore, lower alpha power in the temporal area showed a reduction with time, while the frontal–
temporal and temporal–temporal coherence in the upper alpha band appeared to increase from the early to the
middle phase. These dynamic changes in neural activity might reflect the transformation from divergent thinking
to convergent thinking in the creative progress. The advantage of the right brain in frontal–temporal connectivity
was not found in the present work, which might result from the diversity of solutions in open-ended creativity. �
2017 Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of IBRO.
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14 INTRODUCTION

15 Research on creativity has attracted great attention in

16 psychology, education and management, which mainly

17 focus on the characteristics of creative persons, the

18 mental processes of creating ideas, the ecological press

19 on the person and his mental processes, and the

20 products of recording creative thoughts (Rhodes, 1961).

21 Among them, the creative process is the core, without

22 which all the others cannot work by themselves.

23Finke et al. (1992) indicated that creative cognition

24consisted of two key processes that generated some

25incomplete mental representations and then refined or

26regenerated them to meet the requirements of problem

27solving. Furthermore, Bink and Marsh (2000) suggested

28a more integrated theoretical framework for creative cog-

29nition. In the beginning, creators retrieve the relevant

30information from long-term memory over an extensive

31range and then combine the information pieces with dis-

32tant or implicit associations into some subsets of informa-

33tion. Then, these combinations of information are

34selected according to their availability for the task. Crea-

35tive cognition shares similar common cognitive processes

36with non-creative cognition but selects the novel rather

37than the normal information. Therefore, information selec-

38tion is the key process in creative activities.

39As cognitive neuroscience develops rapidly,

40researchers employed various neuroimaging and

41electrophysiological technologies such as

42electroencephalograph (EEG) and functional magnetic
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43 resonance imaging (fMRI) to figure out the mental

44 processes of creative cognition. Studies have

45 concentrated mainly on insight problem solving and

46 divergent thinking.

47 Compound remote associate problems have been

48 frequently used to explore the cognitive and neural

49 mechanisms of insight (Bowden et al., 2005). Studies

50 have revealed that the anterior superior temporal gyrus

51 in the right brain was more activated for insight than

52 non-insight solutions (Jung-Beeman et al., 2004). Due

53 to its role in coarse semantic coding (Jung-Beeman,

54 2005), the right temporal cortex was regarded as the

55 key area for establishing distant semantic associations.

56 The crucial role of the right cortex in insight was also sup-

57 ported by the electrophysiological findings that the

58 gamma wave suddenly increased over right temporal

59 sites 0.3 s prior to insight solutions (Jung-Beeman et al.,

60 2004). Furthermore, compared with the trials in which

61 problems were unsolved throughout, a larger upper alpha

62 activity was detected over the temporal sites for the trials

63 in which problems were solved after hint presentation

64 (Sandkuhler and Bhattacharya, 2008).

65 In addition, research using riddles and logogriphs also

66 revealed several key brain areas involved in insight

67 solution. The anterior cingulate cortex was proposed to

68 detect and monitor cognitive conflicts in insight (Mai

69 et al., 2004; Qiu et al., 2008a,b; Zhao et al., 2014b), the

70 lateral prefrontal cortices might be responsible for resolv-

71 ing conflict (Luo, 2004; Qiu et al., 2010), the bilateral tem-

72 poral areas were activated to retrieve semantic

73 information over an extensive range (Luo and Niki,

74 2003; Zhao et al., 2013), and the hippocampus might

75 underlie the formation of novel semantic associations

76 (Luo and Niki, 2003; Qiu and Zhang, 2008; Zhao et al.,

77 2013). Through the analysis of functional connectivity,

78 Zhao et al. (2014b) suggested that the right lateral pre-

79 frontal cortex and right temporal area as well as their

80 interaction might underlie the selection of novel

81 information.

82 However, the process detected in the above studies

83 was solving insight problems rather than solving general

84 problems in an insightful way, because the experimental

85 materials used were all the insight problems, which

86 were some special artificial problems whose solutions

87 involve insightful processes for ordinary beings

88 (Ohlsson, 2011). Generally, the insight problem has a

89 unique solution, and the solution of these problems

90 belongs to closed-ended creativity. Comparatively, the

91 general problem might have several solutions, even more

92 than one novel solution. Therefore, solving general prob-

93 lems in a creative way is more likely open-ended creativ-

94 ity. Although both of these problems are creative problem

95 solving, they might have distinct cognitive processing.

96 According to the dual process account (Allen and

97 Thomas, 2011), creative thinking includes automatic

98 thinking and effortful thinking, which may play crucial roles

99 in different phases of the creative process. Open-ended

100 creativity is considered to mainly depend on automatic,

101 intuitive thinking, while closed-ended creativity involves

102 both automatic, intuitive thinking and effortful, analytical

103 thinking (Lin and Shih, 2016). Therefore, it is hypothe-

104sized that the processes of information selection in

105open- and closed-ended creativity might be distinct from

106each other.

107Divergent thinking is a typical open-ended creativity,

108and studies usually employ tasks such as the alternative

109uses test or creative sentence or story generation to

110explore the cognitive process (Wu et al., 2015). In the

111alternative uses test, fMRI results showed that the left

112frontal cortex was associated with divergent thinking

113(Fink et al., 2009; Abraham et al., 2012), and EEG record-

114ings further revealed the alpha synchronization over the

115frontal scalp was associated with the generation of origi-

116nal uses, which might reflect a selective top-down inhibi-

117tion process in creative thinking (Fink et al., 2009; Fink

118and Benedek, 2014; Benedek et al., 2014c). Different

119from these studies in which the originality of the uses

120was rated by others rather than the participants,

121Benedek et al. (2014b) distinguished the generation of

122genuinely new creative ideas and the mere recollection

123of old ideas from memory according to participants’ self-

124report. The results showed brain activation in the orbital

125part of the inferior frontal cortex increased as a function

126of the creativity, which might be associated with executive

127processes for overcoming dominant but uncreative

128responses.

129The role of the lateral frontal cortex in divergent

130thinking was also supported by the studies on creative

131sentence or story generation. It was found that the right

132prefrontal cortex acted critically in retrieving divergent

133semantic information when generating creative stories

134(Howard-Jones et al., 2005). Moreover, Benedek et al.

135(2014a) found that brain activation in the left anterior dor-

136somedial prefrontal cortex and the right middle temporal

137gyrus was linearly correlated with the creativity rating of

138generated metaphors, which might reflect executive con-

139trol and the activation of novel semantic information,

140respectively.

141Although the previous studies came to an agreement

142about the key brain area in divergent thinking, that is the

143frontal cortex playing a crucial role in open-ended

144creativity, there were some issues to solve yet. On the

145one hand, the above studies treated the creative

146process as a unitary construct and did not subdivide it

147into detailed mental components or stages through the

148experimental design or data analysis. Therefore, the

149dynamic neural activity of the key mental subprocesses,

150such as information selection in creativity, was not

151revealed. Although Schwab et al. (2014) and Wang

152et al. (2017) reported investigations of the temporal

153course of alpha power/synchronization during generation

154of creative ideas, the time window they chose was the

155whole duration of generating multiple uses of an object,

156which included several complete processes of creativity.

157Therefore, what they subdivided into different stages

158was one task rather than a single trial of creativity. On

159the other hand, the brain areas associated with creative

160thinking do not work independently but cooperate with

161each other to support creativity (Zhao et al., 2014b;

162Beaty et al., 2015, 2016). Nevertheless, the studies on

163divergent thinking did not take into account the interaction

164between the brain areas of executive control and visual or
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